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There is, however, a different interpretation that seems to have

been generally overlooked by translators. Lucan is probably alluding to the old poetic topos of 'Sleep brother of Death'.
This epic topos is as old as Homer, where Hypnos and Thanatos

are called brothers {II. 14, 231) and even twins (16, 672). It is also

present in the work of Hesiodus {Th. 756; cf. also 212). In Latin lit-

erature, the most famous place is in Vergil's Aeneid, where Sleep is

called consanguinens Lett Sopor (6,278). The reference to Vergil's
line was made already in the Medieval Adnotationes super LucanHm,
where for 9, 818 there is the following entry: «'et socias somno de-

scendis and undas', ut Vergilius 'et consanguineusLeti Sopor'». Although editors have not missed this entry or the parallel as such,
they have until now failed to take it into account4.
Lucan's uncle Seneca alludes to the topos as well: frater dura. e lan-

guide mortis (Sen. Here. fur. 1069). In Silver Latin epic, it is further
represented in Valerius Flaccus (fratrique simillime Leto 8, 74) and

Sllius Italicus (nox similes morti dederat pladdissima somnos 15,

180). Apart from this close mythological family tie, sleep and death
arefrequently associatedin a more generalw^ay;cf. e.g. Verg. Aen. 6,
522 alto, quies placidaeque simillima, morti, a line that echoes Horn.
Od. 13, 79-80.

Lucan, who does not explicitly refer to the topos of sleep and
death elsewhere in his epic, seems to have devised an ingeniousvariant to it. We should render 9, 818 as follows: «you go down to the

shadesthat are related to sleep». Somno, then, is a dative dependent
on

sodas5,

and umbras does

denote

not

specific

shades of fallen

comrades, but the dead in general. Not only would the close reladonshipof sleep anddeathbereducedto a more generalconnection,
but the poet's focus would also be on death as a relative of sleep
rather than the other way around. Lucan would thus distinguish

himself from other poets, particularly Vergil, and make a change
thatis quite relevantIn the text. For, in this contextof horriblecasualties, the focus

on

death

cannot

be called

inappropriate6.

4. See for exemple: Giovanni Viansino, Marco Anneo Lucano: La Guerra Civile (Farsaglia) (2 vo\s. ) Milano 1995, pp. 897 and 863. In a note Viansino refers
to «sonno consanguineo della Morte' (= Virgilio, E. 6, 278)» but nonetheless
renders «e dormendo te ne scendi alle ombre del tuoi compagni [gia]
morti».

5. The dative with socius is unusual, but Latinwords expressingclose relation-

shipsnaturallytake a dative (e.g. sociare).On a formal note, thejuxtapositionof
sodas and somno, reinforced by allitteration of s-, suggests a close connection
between these words.

6. Similarly,in Cic.Tusc. 1, 38, 92: [mortem] somnisimillimamuolantesse,the
focus is also on death rather than sleep.
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One could object that this interpretation reduces to some extent
the pathos of the apostrophe. It should, however, be noted that
taken as a whole, the section on Laevus measures no more than
seven lines. This is notably shorter than most of the other tableaux

of dying soldiers in the passage 734-838. Accordingly, the poet ap-

pears less interested in displaying pathos. The next few lines (9, 819821) are learned rather than pathetic: they contain a complex allusion to Arabic poison. So, learning rather than pathos seems the immediate aim here. Similarly, the next victim, an anonymous soldier,

gets only 6 lines (822-827) which arelargely made up by learned allusions to traditional examples of 'swiftness'. At this stage of the

passage734-838lengthydevelopment of pathos is not whatLucanis
primarily lookingfor. By contrast, he inserts some brief, clever allusions to the epic tradition.

Laevus is not asleep' but utterly dead, and so he goes down to
join the shadesthat are related to sleep. In less than a full line Lucan
manages to imitate and emulate both Homer and Vergil. For poor
Laevus, the poet offers no consolation whatsoever, not even that he

will join his comrades; the man merely seryes to trigger the poet's
intertextual play.
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